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Abstra t. In order to optimise maintenan e and in rease safety, the
Royal Netherlands Navy initiated the development of a multi- hannel
on-board data a quisition system for its Lynx heli opters. This AIDA
(Automati In- ight Data A quisition) system re ords usage and loads
data on main rotor, engines and airframe. We used re nement in ombination with model he king to arrive at a formally veri ed prototype
implementation of the AIDA system, starting from the fun tional requirements.
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1 Introdu tion
A good method for developing (safety- riti al) software is by means of a stepwise re nement, starting from the original user requirements. Furthermore, formal methods an be applied to guarantee orre tness at the di erent stages of
re nement.
B method [1℄ provides a notation and a toolset for requirements modelling,
software interfa e spe i ation, software design, implementation and maintenan e. It targets software development from spe i ation through re nement,
down to implementation and automati ode generation, with veri ation at
ea h stage. Re nement via in remental onstru tion of layered software is the
guiding prin iple of B.
Re nement veri ation is a methodology for verifying that the fun tionality
of an abstra t system model is orre tly implemented by a low-level implementation. By breaking a large veri ation problem into small, manageable parts,
the re nement methodology makes it possible to verify designs that are mu h
?
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too large to be handled dire tly. This de omposition of the veri ation problem is enabled by spe ifying re nement maps that translate the behaviour of
the abstra t model into the behaviour of given interfa es and stru tures in the
low-level design.
Re nement veri ation targets safety properties, whi h guarantee that a bad
thing will never happen. However, in general one also wants to verify progress
properties, whi h guarantee that a good thing will eventually happen. Spe ial
purpose theorem provers and model he kers have been developed whi h an
he k progress properties. Sin e these tools use their own languages, they annot
be applied to B spe i ations dire tly.
CRL [3, 9℄ provides a notation and a toolset for the spe i ation and veri ation of distributed systems in an algebrai fashion. It targets the spe i ation
of system behaviour in a pro ess-algebrai style and of data elements in the form
of abstra t data types. The CRL toolset, together with the CADP toolset [6℄,
whi h a ts as a ba k-end for the CRL toolset, features visualisation, simulation,
state spa e generation, model he king, theorem proving and state bit hashing
apabilities. It has been su essfully applied in the analysis of a wide range of
proto ols and distributed systems.
In this paper we ombine the B re nement paradigm based on imperative
programming with the CRL veri ation support based on algebrai spe i ation. The idea is that the models that are produ ed during the subsequent
re nement stages in B an be quite easily transformed into CRL spe i ations,
where ex ellent tool support is available for the veri ation of these models.
In order to redu e maintenan e osts and in rease safety, the Royal Netherlands Navy initiated the development of a multi- hannel on-board data a quisition system for its Lynx heli opters [19℄. This AIDA (Automati In- ight Data
A quisition) system re ords usage and loads data on main rotor, engines and airframe, thus making it possible to optimise the maintenan e of Lynx heli opters.
In a proje t funded by the Royal Netherlands Navy, the National Aerospa e Laboratory (NLR) in ollaboration with the Centre for Mathemati s and Computer
S ien e (CWI), made an e ort to arrive at a formally veri ed implementation of
the AIDA system, starting from the fun tional requirements, using re nement.
We built B models of the AIDA system, in luding a number of its monitoring
tasks. These models are based on the fun tional requirements do ument for the
AIDA system [5℄. We started with a high level abstra t des ription in the form of
abstra t ma hines; on this level we performed animation, and a number of internal onsisten y proof obligations were generated and dis harged. Next, some of
the ma hines were re ned, and on e more internal onsisten y proof obligations
were generated and dis harged. As a nal re nement step, all abstra t ma hines
were implemented, and the resulting exe utable spe i ation was tested. We also
built a CRL model of the AIDA system, in luding the same monitoring tasks,
based on the B model. Moreover, orre tness riteria for the AIDA system were
formalised in modal logi . Using the CRL toolset, we veri ed the system does
not ontain deadlo ks. Furthermore, using a model he ker within the CADP
veri ation toolbox we veri ed that all usage and loads data are re orded, and
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that no re ordings are made without reason. For the validity of these properties it turned out to be essential that some of the requirements in the original
requirements do ument were strengthened.
Con luding, we found that the re nement paradigm together with formal
veri ation methods an be su essfully applied in the development of naval
equipment.
This paper is set up as follows. Se tion 2 ontains a des ription of the AIDA
system and of the formal model that we designed. Se tion 3 sets forth the
methodology behind our approa h. Se tion 4 explains the basi s of re nement
in general and B in parti ular, and des ribes how re nement was applied to the
formal model of the AIDA system. Se tion 5 deals with the CRL model of
the system and with the model he king analysis. Se tion 6 gives referen es to
related work. Finally, Se tion 7 sums up our on lusions.

2 System overview
2.1 AIDA
The Lynx heli opter is in servi e with the Royal Netherlands Navy sin e the late
70's. In September 1994, a fatal a ident with a UK Lynx heli opter o urred
in Germany as a result of failure of a tie-bar, whi h onne ts the rotor hub with
the blade. In response, at the end of 1996, the Royal Netherlands Navy initiated
the development of an Automati In- ight Data A quisition Unit (AIDA) for
its Lynx heli opters, in order to optimise maintenan e and in rease safety.
As inputs, the AIDA system gathers data from 15 analog and 2 dis rete signals produ ed by several measurement and ontrol devi es. 39 di erent tasks of
the AIDA system are responsible for data storage, onditioning and pro essing.
The AIDA system performs several logging tasks simultaneously. Ea h of the
tasks he ks values of one or more input signals and depending on them performs
some logging a tivities, su h as writing to a data a quisition le, or produ ing
a signal via an audio or video hannel. Some of the tasks use timers to he k
whether a parti ular situation persists for some period of time, and only after
that period the logging is performed.
In Figure 1, an overview of a part of the system is presented. The environment
represents the measurement and ontrol devi es of a heli opter. TASK2 re eives
NR (main rotor rotational speed) and WOW (weight-on-wheels) signals from
the environment and uses timer TIMER2. The task an write data to the data
administration le (DAF) and an set video warnings for the rew. TASK27
performs a tivities similar to the a tivities of TASK2, but a ording to NR and
LHMY (strain in left-hand side of rear spar sponson) signals. TASK3 produ es
an audio warning depending on the values of NR and WOW signals. TASK4 also
sets an audio warning a ording to the value of NR signal.
With respe t to the fun tional requirements of the AIDA system [5℄, there
are the following groups of tasks:
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Fig. 1.

System overview

{ Data redu tion tasks monitor and pro ess signals using standard algorithms,

with subsequent storage of data into memory. (For example, the so- alled
SPTTS algorithm sear hes the load tra e for su essive peaks and troughs
and stores them with time stamps and momentary values of any slaved
signals.)
{ Level rossing dete tion tasks monitor signals to he k whether a prede ned
level is rossed upwards or downwards. If so, audio or video warnings are
given and relevant information is stored into AIDA memory. (A typi al
example is main rotor overspeed or underspeed.) Su h tasks are usually a
safety issue for the heli opter and its rew.
{ Event ount and event duration tasks provide signal monitoring, ount the
number of times that a signal rea hes a ertain prede ned level, and determine the time span that the signal is at this pre-de ned level. (A typi al
example is the weight-on-wheels task, whi h determines whether or not a
heli opter is at the ground.) Su h tasks provide dire t ompa t event information without a further need for pro essing.
{ System integrity tasks verify the status of the AIDA re order and monitor
various signals during the AIDA re order operation to he k whether a
prede ned malfun tioning ondition is met. If so, integrity of the signals
and/or the total system is onsidered questionable.
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Sin e the AIDA system handles riti al ight data, it should not hange the
data ontent or in uen e timing in any way. On the other hand, the monitoring
system should not miss or dis ard the data on any of the monitored hannels, as
this ould lead to in orre t al ulations of the estimated heli opter operational
status and required maintenan e y le.

2.2 Formal spe i ation

Our goal was to build a formal spe i ation of the AIDA system and to verify
the spe i ation with respe t to fun tional requirements for an on-board loads
and usage monitoring system for the Lynx heli opter. Considering the fun tional
requirements we identi ed the following key entities of the system: monitor,
tasks, data administration le, input and output hannels. The monitor s hedules
the tasks, and also plays the role of system lo k. The data administration le
is used to store the data and the results of data pro essing.
Sin e AIDA is a real-time system, some primitives are needed to represent
time aspe ts of the system. We employed a on ept of timers, where a timer an
be either a tive or dea tivated, and time progression is dis retised. An a tive
timer is represented by a variable that is set to the delay left until expiration of
the timer. System time elapses by ounting down all the a tive timers present
in the system. We refer to a segment of time separated by the transitions de rementing a tive timers as a time sli e. A timer with zero delay expires, and in
the next time sli e is dea tivated.
Sin e the spe i ation of the system should abstra t from details that depend on the hardware implementation of the system, we assume that operations
performed by tasks are atomi and an be handled within a time sli e.
All tasks are triggered by some kind of ondition (either a safety- riti al
ondition, a level rossing ondition, or a ondition he king whether a prede ned
level is rea hed). Considering the fun tional requirements, we divided tasks into
three groups with respe t to the a tivities that the tasks should perform:
{ Tasks that use a timer, an write data to the data a quisition le and an
produ e a warning signal for the rew.
{ Tasks that only produ e a warning signal for the rew.
{ Tasks that only write to the data a quisition le.
Tasks of the rst type are usually triggered by a safety- riti al ondition.
Being triggered, the task sets a timer and waits until the timer expires. After
the timer is expired, the task he ks whether the safety riti al ondition is still
satis ed. If the ondition is still true, then the data and time when the ondition
was re ognised are stored into the data a quisition le and a warning signal is
provided for the rew.
Tasks of the se ond type are triggered when a prede ned level is rossed.
Being triggered, the task provides a warning signal for the rew. The third kind
of tasks mostly dete t when a signal rea hes a prede ned level, pro ess data
with respe t to some standard algorithm, and store the data. Sin e tasks of the
same group show similar observable behaviour, we have de ided to on entrate
our attention on the re nement and veri ation of a part of the system.
5

3 Combining re nement and model he king
3.1 Re nement
A good method for developing safety- riti al software is by means of a stepwise
re nement, starting from the original user requirements. Formal methods an be
applied to guarantee orre tness at the di erent stages of re nement.
Re nement veri ation is a methodology for verifying that the fun tionality
of an abstra t system model is orre tly implemented by a low-level implementation. By breaking a large veri ation problem into small, manageable parts, the
re nement methodology makes it possible to verify designs that are too large to
be handled dire tly. This de omposition of the veri ation problem is enabled by
spe ifying re nement maps that translate the behaviour of the abstra t model
into the behaviour of given interfa es and stru tures in the low-level design. This
makes it possible to verify small parts of the low-level design in the ontext of
the abstra t model. Thus, proof obligations an be redu ed to a small enough
s ale.
B [1℄ provides a notation and a toolset for requirements modelling, software interfa e spe i ation, software design, implementation and maintenan e.
It targets software development from spe i ation through re nement, down to
implementation and automati ode generation, with veri ation at ea h stage.
Re nement via in remental onstru tion of layered software is the guiding priniple of B. Development with B is based on the on ept of an abstra t ma hine,
a re nement and an implementation of the ma hine. The B Abstra t Ma hine
Notation [1℄ is used with many alternative development pro esses and with a
number of existing development methods [18℄.

3.2 Model he king
Model he king is a ompletely di erent approa h. Here we have one system
model, des ribed in some high-level programming language. Separately, we formulate a number of user requirements in some temporal logi . The model he ker
generates all rea hable program states exhaustively (in prin iple) in order to
he k that the user requirements hold in all possible runs.
Several eÆ ient algorithms exist, in order to verify that all states in a state
spa e satisfy a ertain formula from temporal logi . The main bottlene k of
model he king is the state explosion problem: the size of the state spa e of a
system tends to grow exponentially with respe t to the number of on urrent
omponents of the system. However, owing to re ent advan es su h as model
he king of symboli representations of state spa es and state bit hashing, model
he king is by now a mature te hnique for the analysis of real-life hardware and
software systems.
CRL [9℄ is a language for spe ifying and verifying distributed systems in an
algebrai fashion. It targets the spe i ation of system behaviour in a pro essalgebrai style and of data elements in the form of abstra t data types. The CRL
toolset [3, 20℄ supports eÆ ient state spa e generation of CRL spe i ations.
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The CADP toolset [6℄ a ts as a ba k-end for the CRL toolset, so that model
he king an be applied with respe t to the state spa es generated from CRL
spe i ations.

3.3 The ombination
We note that in a re nement step from an abstra t to a on rete model, new
details are added. In re nement tools it is only he ked that the on rete model
is internally onsistent (by invariants and pre onditions) and onsistent with the
abstra t model. Ex ept onsisten y, nothing is he ked about the initial most
abstra t model, nor about the added details. So re nement veri ation is limited
to safety properties, whi h guarantee that a bad thing will never happen.
However, in general one wants to verify that the initial model and the re ned
model satisfy ertain user requirements. In parti ular, one also wants to verify
progress properties, whi h guarantee that a good thing will eventually happen.
Model he king an be applied for the veri ation of progress properties [13℄.
Another reason to apply model he king ould be that the automated proof
sear h apabilities of B turn out to be relatively limited; model he king an be
used as a debugging devi e for proof obligations [16℄.
For these reasons we ombined the re nement paradigm and veri ation of
safety properties using B with the veri ation of progress properties using the
model he king apabilities of CRL and CADP. We applied this ombination
with respe t to the fun tional requirements of the AIDA system. In the next
two se tions, re nement using B and model he king using CRL are explained,
respe tively.

4 Re nement using B
4.1 The B method
A typi al development pro ess using B [14℄ might over requirement analysis,
spe i ation development, design, and oding, integration and test phases of software development. For all these phases, some tool support exists. The B-Toolkit
of the ompany B-Core in the UK supports the in remental onstru tion of software, where validation is supported by stati analysis su h as type he king, by
dynami analysis using simulation, and by proof of orre tness using an integrated theorem prover. An alternative ommer ial toolset that supports the B
method is o ered by Atelier B in Fran e.
Informal stru tured models of the problem domain are reated during requirement analysis. Spe i ation development results in formalisation of analysis models in terms of abstra t ma hines. The spe i ation an be validated
by animation in B-Toolkit. Internal onsisten y obligations an be generated
and proved to he k whether all operations of the ma hines respe t their invariants. During the design phase, the de omposition of the system is identi ed
and sele ted omponents of the system are re ned. The proof obligations generated by B-Toolkit during this phase are used to prove whether re nements are
7

orre t with respe t to the spe i ation. At the end, a ode generator an be
applied to the model. Generated ode an be tested using test ases based on
the requirements.

4.2 Spe i ation design

To get a more on rete pi ture, we fo us on one of the tasks within AIDA,
viz. TASK2. Some tasks of the system, in luding TASK2, use timers. For this
reason we spe i ed timer ma hines; the timer for TASK2 is alled Timer2. The
timer an be either a tive (on) or dea tivated (off). The state of the timer is
represented by two variables tstat2 and tval2. The rst one shows whether
the timer is a tive or dea tivated, the se ond one represents the delay left until
expiration of the a tive timer.
Ea h timer ma hine ontains the following operations: reset dea tivates the
timer, set a tivates and sets up the timer, expire returns true if and only if
the timer is a tive and expired, and ti k de reases the value of the timer if it is
a tive and arries a value greater than zero (see Figure 2). The invariant of the
ma hine imposes a restri tion on the possible value of the delay as well as typing
onstraints for variables tval2 and tstat2. The pre ondition of operation set
states that the delay should not ex eed the maximum pres ribed by the system
requirements.
MACHINE Timer2
SEES
Bool_TYPE, CommDefs
VARIABLES tval2, tstat2
INVARIANT tval2:0..max & tstat2:TISTATE
INITIALISATION tval2:=0 || tstat2:=off
OPERATIONS
reset2
= BEGIN tstat2 := off END ;
set2(del) = PRE del:NAT & del <= max
THEN tval2 := del || tstat2:=on END;
ok <-- expire2 = IF tval2 = 0 & tstat2=on
THEN ok := TRUE ELSE ok := FALSE END;
ti k2 = IF tstat2=on & tval2>0
THEN tval2 := tval2-1 ELSE tval2:=tval2 END
END

Fig. 2.

High-level ma hine des ription for Timer2

Figure 3 shows a high-level ma hine spe i ation of TASK2. It has two operations: initialisation tinit and \do some work" work. Doing some work depends
on the state, whi h is one of idle, wait or he k:
{ in the state idle, the ondition is wat hed. If it holds, the timer is set and
we go to state wait.
8

{ in the state wait, the timer has been set. If it expires we go to state he k.
{ in the state he k, the ondition is he ked again, and we go to state idle.
On this abstra t level, it is only de ned whi h transitions are possible, but not
when they are taken. Ma hines Bool TYPE and CommDefs are seen by Task2.
Bool TYPE ontains a spe i ation of the Boolean operators. CommDefs de nes
sets, onstants and their properties reused by several omponents of the spe i ation. The invariant de ned for Task2 provides a typing onstraint for the
variable of the ma hine. Operation tti k2 alls operation ti k2 of the timer.
This operation is invoked itself by the monitor to de rease values of all a tive
timers at the same time.
MACHINE Task2
SEES
Bool_TYPE, CommDefs
INCLUDES Timer2
VARIABLES tstate2
INVARIANT tstate2:TSTATE
INITIALISATION tstate2:=idle
OPERATIONS
tinit2 = BEGIN reset2 || tstate2:=idle END;
work2 = CASE tstate2 OF
EITHER idle THEN CHOICE tstate2:=wait || set2(5)
OR tstate2:=idle END
OR wait THEN CHOICE tstate2:= he k OR tstate2:=wait END
OR he k THEN tstate2:=idle END
END;
ss <-- getstate2 = ss:=tstate2;
tti k2 = ti k2
END

Fig. 3.

High-level ma hine des ription for Task2

To make the de nition of task behaviour independent on parti ular values
of signals triggering the task, we de ned a ondition ma hine for ea h task.
We an easily hange the ondition without modifying the spe i ation of the
task. Initially, the ondition ma hine (see Figure 4) has only one operation
issatisfied2, whi h returns either TRUE or FALSE.
To mimi the input hannels, we developed sensor ma hines. We onsider
the operations of a sensor ma hine using the weight-on-wheels (WOW) sensor
as an illustrative example. Sin e the WOW signal an be either high or low, the
operation refreshWOW of SensorWOW is de ned as a non-deterministi hoi e of
the ma hine state between high or low (see Figure 5). Operation getstateWOW
returns the urrent state of the sensor. This approa h to spe i ation of the
input hannels allows us to over the possible inputs of the system.
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MACHINE
Condition2
SEES
Bool_TYPE, CommDefs
OPERATIONS
xx <-- issatisfied2 = CHOICE xx := FALSE OR xx := TRUE END
END

Fig. 4.

High-level ma hine des ription for WOW sensor

MACHINE
SensorWOW
SEES
Bool_TYPE, CommDefs
VARIABLES
sstateWOW
INVARIANT
sstateWOW:LHLEVELS
INITIALISATION sstateWOW:=low
OPERATIONS
refreshWOW = CHOICE sstateWOW := high OR sstateWOW := low END;
xx <-- getstateWOW = xx := sstateWOW
END

Fig. 5.

High-level ma hine des ription for WOW sensor

Audio and video output hannels and the data administration le are shared
by several tasks. Therefore we spe i ed a ontroller for ea h output hannel and
for the data administration le.

4.3 Re nement and implementation
A B development onsists of a set of omponents de ned by abstra t spe i ation
ma hines and a path of re nement steps down to an exe utable des ription,
alled an implementation. An implementation of the omponent is de omposed
via IMPORTS and SEES lauses. A spe i ation of the omponent may itself
be onstru ted from a set of ma hines using INCLUDES, USES, SEES and
EXTENDS me hanisms.
Usage of IMPORTS and SEES onstru ts implies a layered approa h to system development whereby the internal details of implementation of one layer
are hidden from the next layer. Su h a stru ture improves the maintainability of
the system be ause higher layers are independent of the internal details of lower
layers and rely only on the spe i ation of these layers.
The implementation of Monitor relies only on the spe i ations of tasks,
sensors and ontrollers of output hannels and data administration le. Sin e
we have no information about s heduling the tasks, we have hosen one of the
possible s enarios. To simulate fresh inputs, the monitor refreshes values of the
sensors at the beginning. Then it allows ea h task to do some work and nally
10

it de reases the values of all a tive timers, by whi h the system time elapses
(Figure 6).

IMPLEMENTATION
REFINES
SEES
IMPORTS

MonitorI
Monitor
CommDefs, Bool_TYPE, basi _io, String_TYPE
Monitor_Vvar(MSTATE),
Task4, Task2, Task27, Task3,
SensorLHMY, SensorWOW, SensorNR,
OutChController, DAFController, AudioChController
(mstate=Monitor_Vvar)
Monitor_STO_VAR(start)

INVARIANT
INITIALISATION
OPERATIONS
minit = BEGIN
Monitor_STO_VAR(monitor);
tinit1; tinit2; tinit3; tinit27;
resetanalog;resetaudio
END;
monitortask = VAR urmstate IN
urmstate<--Monitor_VAL_VAR;
IF urmstate=monitor THEN
refreshWOW; refreshNR; refreshLHMY;
work2; work3; work4; work27;
tti k2; tti k27
ELSE PUT_STR("Initialisation error"); END
END
END

Fig. 6.

Implementation of Monitor ma hine

The implementation of Condition2 re nes operation issatisfied2 as is
shown on the Figure 8. Now issatisfied2 returns TRUE only if the ondition
triggering Task2 is satis ed, i.e. the value of the NR sensor is below 50%RPM
and the WOW signal is low.
The re nement of Task2 (Figure 7) de nes INCLUDES and SEES relations
for Task2 and the other omponents of the system. A task sees the ondition Condition2 that a ts as its trigger, the data a quisition le ontroller
DAFController, the video hannel ontroller OutChController and in ludes the
Timer2 ma hine. The ontrollers of the data administration le and the video
hannel regulate a ess to these entities by the tasks of the system.
Figure 7 ontains a re nement of Task2. The re nement not only spe i es
possible transitions but also de nes enabling onditions for those transitions.
For example, after re nement, the operation work2 hanges the state of the task
from wait to he k only if the timer is expired. The timer is dea tivated by
11

REFINEMENT
REFINES
SEES

Task2R
Task2
Bool_TYPE, CommDefs, Condition2, OutChController,
DAFController
Timer2
tstate2
tstate2:TSTATE
tstate2:=idle

INCLUDES
VARIABLES
INVARIANT
INITIALISATION
OPERATIONS
tinit2 = BEGIN reset2 END;
work2 = VAR exp IN
CASE tstate2 OF
EITHER idle THEN exp<--issatisfied2;
IF exp=TRUE THEN tstate2:=wait; set2(5)
ELSE tstate2:=idle END
OR wait THEN exp <--expire2;
IF exp=TRUE THEN tstate2:= he k ; reset2
ELSE tstate2:=wait END
OR he k THEN exp <--issatisfied2;
IF exp=TRUE THEN tstate2:=idle;
setanalogon; writetodaf
ELSE tstate2:=idle END
END
END
END;
ss <-- getstate2 = ss:=tstate2;
tti k2 = ti k2
END

Fig. 7.

Re nement of Task2

reset, after the task state is hanged to he k. If the ondition triggering the

task is still satis ed after timer expiration, the task writes data to the data
a quisition le (by means of the writetodaf operation of the data a quisition
le ontroller), sets up an output signal (by means of the setanalogon operation
of the output hannel ontroller) and be omes idle. Otherwise, the task just
goes ba k to state idle.

4.4 Proof and validation
B-Toolkit generates and assists to prove a number of proof obligations. In our
development we have proved that all operations of the ma hines respe t their
invariants and that the invariants are established by the initialisation. We proved
that pre onditions for any invoked ma hine operations are satis ed. For example,
it was shown that the spe i ation, the re nement and the implementation of
12

xx <-- issatisfied2 = VAR urrNR, urrWOW IN
urrNR <-- getstateNR;
urrWOW <-- getstateWOW;
IF ( urrNR=l10 or urrNR=meq10l50) &
THEN xx:=TRUE ELSE xx:=FALSE END
END

Fig. 8.

urrWOW=low

Re nement of issatisfied2 operation of Condition2 ma hine

Task2 do not violate the pre ondition imposed on the input parameter of the
operation set2 of the ma hine Timer2.

At the spe i ation development phase, we also used animation supported
by B-Toolkit. The animation an be really helpful for debugging the spe i ation. It allows to test the spe i ation against various s enarios. At the design
phase we used B-Toolkit's theorem prover to he k whether the re nement and
implementation ma hines satisfy the re nement onstraints and whether the
implementations are orre t re nements of ma hines.
Sin e the development of test ases for this kind of the systems is not a trivial
task, we used the ode, generated by B-Toolkit, to test the system against a
\ haoti " environment. In this ase \ haoti " means that we abstra ted from real
values of analog signals NR and LHMY and implemented the refresh operation
of the sensors as a random hoi e (provided by B-Toolkit) on the set of abstra t
values. So we have spe i ed an environment that overs all ombinations of input
signals.

5 Model he king using CRL
5.1 The CRL toolset
CRL [9℄ is a language for spe ifying and verifying distributed systems in an
algebrai fashion. It targets the spe i ation of system behaviour in a pro essalgebrai style and of data elements in the form of abstra t data types. System
spe i ation takes pla e in the form of re ursive equations that in lude re ursion
variables, the basi pro ess algebrai onstru tors (atomi a tions, alternative
and sequential omposition), parallelism, syn hronous ommuni ation, en apsulation of a tions, and hiding of internal a tivity. Furthermore, atomi a tions
and re ursion variables an arry data parameters, data elements an in uen e
the ourse of a pro ess via an if-then-else onstru t , and a summation operator
allows to take the alternative omposition with respe t to all possible values of
some data parameter.
The CRL toolset [3, 20℄ supports the analysis and manipulation of CRL
spe i ations, based on term rewriting and linearisation te hniques. It supports
eÆ ient state spa e generation, deadlo k dete tion, intera tive simulation, and
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theorem proving. The CADP toolset [6℄ a ts as a ba k-end for the CRL toolset,
so that state spa es an be visualised, analysed and minimised, and model he king and state bit hashing are available.
The toolset is onstru ted around a restri ted linear form of CRL spe i ations, whi h does not in lude parallelism, en apsulation and hiding. The tool
m rl he ks whether a ertain spe i ation is well-formed and brings it into linear form, whi h is stored as a binary le. All other tools use this linear form as
their starting point. These tools ome in four kinds:
1. (msim) steps through a pro ess des ribed in CRL;
2. (instantiator) generates a state spa e that an serve as input to the CADP
toolset;
3. several tools optimise linearised spe i ations:
(a) rewr applies the equations of the data types as rewrite rules;
(b) onstelm removes data parameters that are onstant throughout any
run of the pro ess;
( ) parelm removes data and pro ess parameters that do not in uen e the
behaviour of the system;
(d) stru telm, expands variables of ompound data types;
4. a tool (pp) to print the linearised spe i ation.
An overview of the relations between the tools in the CRL toolset is sket hed
in Figure 9. Some other tools rely on a re ently developed automated theorem
prover. These tools implement rea hability and on uen e analysis, and some
sophisti ated ontrol ow analysis methods.

Specification (mCRL)
mcrl
Optimisation

mcrl

Linearised specification

(rewr, constelm, parelm, structelm)
pp
instantiator
msim

Simulation

finite transition system (.aut)

Readable linearised specification

Model checking

Fig. 9.

The main relations between the tools in the CRL toolset
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CRL was su essfully applied in the analysis of a wide range of proto ols
and distributed systems. Re ently it was used to support the optimised redesign
of the Transa tions Capabilities Pro edures in the SS No. 7 proto ol sta k for
telephone ex hanges [2℄, to dete t a number of mistakes in an industrial proto ol
over the CAN bus for lifting tru ks [8℄, and to analyse the oordination languages
SPLICE [4, 11℄ and JavaSpa es [17℄.

5.2 AIDA model in CRL

We spe i ed the di erent omponents of the AIDA system (tasks, sensors,
buttons, monitor, data a quisition le, output hannels, environment) as independent CRL pro esses. These omponents ommuni ate syn hronously by
performing ommuni ation a tions. During these ommuni ations data an be
transferred between the omponents.
The CRL spe i ation of the AIDA system onsists of several parts. The
rst part spe i es the data types used by means of equations. Some of them
are general data stru tures, like booleans, natural numbers and lists. Others are
spe i to AIDA, like states of tasks, sensors, buttons, data a quisition le,
output hannels, et . Next, the atomi a tions are spe i ed, and it is de lared
whi h a tions an ommuni ate. The di erent pro esses are de ned by means of
re ursive equations. Finally, the initial state of the whole system is given, being
a parallel omposition of omponents where some a tions are en apsulated or
hidden. Figure 10 shows the various pro esses in the CRL spe i ation
Figure 11 shows the de nition of Task 2 as a CRL pro ess. A ording to this
de nition TASK2 has one state variable. It an syn hronise on init, run and ti k
a tions (+ is alternative hoi e). After an init a tion the timer is reset ( denotes
sequential omposition), and the state is set to idle. If a run a tion o urs the
pro ess TASK2RUN is exe uted, provided the state is either idle or wait (x/ b . y
means do x if b, else do y ). A ti k a tion results in ti king the a ompanying
timer, provided the task is in waiting state. TASK2RUN rst he ks the state.
If the state is wait, the timer value is obtained (sum denotes alternative hoi e
over a data sort). If no timeout o urs, TASK2RUN nishes. Otherwise, the
timer is reset, the sensors are inspe ted, and depending on the safety ondition
a logging a tion is performed. If the state is not wait, the sensors are inspe ted,
and depending on the safety ondition, either the timer is set and the state is
hanged to wait, or we stay in idle. Eventually, in all ases, ontrol is returned
to the TASK2 pro ess.
The m rl tool was used to he k the syntax and stati semanti s of the spe iation, and also to transpose it to linear form. The spe i ation was thoroughly
simulated using the msim tool in a way that all parts of the ode were rea hed.
Several spe i ation errors were dis overed and orre ted. The linear form of
the ultimate (after orre tions of se tion 5.3) CRL spe i ation ontained 47
data parameters and 132 summands. Using the tool onstelm, the number of
parameters was redu ed to 32, and the number of summands to 85.
State spa e generation took approximately 1 minute and 10 se onds on an
AMD Athlon 1.4GHz ma hine, and resulted in a state spa e with approximately
15
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Fig. 10.

System de omposition in the CRL model

250,000 states and 900,000 transitions. The state spa e did not ontain deadlo ks
( he ked with the CRL toolset) and livelo ks ( he ked with the CADP toolset).
Redu tion of the state spa e (modulo bran hing bisimulation equivalen e [7℄)
took approximately 47 se onds on the same ma hine and produ ed 1,072 states
and 5,855 transitions.

5.3 Validation of user requirements
The informal des ription of the AIDA system ontains a rather te hni al spe iation. It provides several kinds of operational details, for instan e when timers
must be set and reset. This made it diÆ ult to validate the spe i ation. We
took the following approa h: we invented \reasonable" user requirements for the
system, formalised them in temporal logi , and he ked automati ally whether
the CRL model of the AIDA system satis es these requirements.
We formulated the following user requirements, that seemed plausible to us.
For ea h task, it should hold that:
16

TASK2(st:TaskSt)=
init_task(2)._reset_timer(2).TASK2(TST_IDLE)
+
run_task(2).
( TASK2RUN(st)
<|or(eq(st,TST_IDLE),eq(st,TST_WAIT))|>
TASK2(st)
)
+
ti k_task(2).
( _ti k_timer(2).TASK2(st)
<|eq(st,TST_WAIT)|>
TASK2(st)
)
TASK2RUN(st:TaskSt)=
sum(t:Nat,_get_timer(2,t).
(TASK2(st)
<|gt(TIMEOUT2,t)|>
_reset_timer(2).
sum(sst:SensorSt,_get_state_sensor(1,sst).
sum(sst1:SensorSt,_get_state_sensor(16,sst1).
( TASK2LOG.TASK2(TST_IDLE)
<|and(eq(sst,sst1(1)),eq(sst1,sst16(F)))|>
TASK2(TST_IDLE)
)) )))
<|eq(st,TST_WAIT)|>
sum(sst:SensorSt,_get_state_sensor(1,sst).
sum(sst1:SensorSt,_get_state_sensor(16,sst1).
( _set_timer(2).TASK2(TST_WAIT)
<|and(eq(sst,sst1(1)),eq(sst1,sst16(F)))|>
TASK2(TST_IDLE)
)))
TASK2LOG=_log(LogEntryTask(2))._set_vid h(Vid hSt1)

Fig. 11.

Spe i ation of Task2
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Property 1. if the ondition he ked by some task is satis ed during a ertain
period of time, then this task will perform its logging a tivity.

Property 2. the task only performs a logging a tivity if the ondition he ked
by it was satis ed during a ertain period of time.

The rst requirement indi ates that all strains and loads are logged, and the
se ond one indi ates that no false alarms are logged.
The properties were formulated in the regular alternation-free - al ulus [15℄.
We show this for Task2, whi h wat hes the sensors NR and WOW (see Figure 1).
The following abbreviations are used (in CADP these are de ned as ma ros): NR
{ indi ates the event that the NR-sensor is below 50%RPM. WOW { indi ates
the event that the weight is not on the wheels (so the ombination NR and WOW
indi ates that the heli opter is probably falling down). OTHER { any sequen e
of a tions that does not ontain logging a tions, reset buttons, or hanges to
NR-sensor and WOW-sensor.
From now on we assume that the timeout value TIMEOUT2 is equal to 20
time units. The rst property an be expressed as follows: There is no exe ution
tra e of the AIDA system with a subsequen e onsisting of 23 (NR,WOW) or
(WOW,NR) pairs, interspersed only with OTHER sequen es (see Figure 12).

[true*.( (NR.OTHER.WOW) | (WOW.OTHER.NR) )
.OTHER.( (NR.OTHER.WOW) | (WOW.OTHER.NR) )
... dropped 19 similar lines
.OTHER.( (NR.OTHER.WOW) | (WOW.OTHER.NR) )
.OTHER.( (NR.OTHER.WOW) | (WOW.OTHER.NR) )
℄ false

Fig. 12.

Modal formula expressing Property 1

The se ond property an be expressed as follows: there is no exe ution tra e
of the AIDA system ending in a logging a tivity, pre eded by at most 20 time
sli es where WOW = low (see Figure 13). A similar formula is needed for the
NR-sensor. The full sour e ode of the properties will be available in a te hni al
report.
The next step is to verify that these properties hold for the AIDA system. To
this end we applied the CADP model he ker to the redu ed transition system
generated by the CRL toolset. The rst formula holds straight away, but surprisingly, the se ond formula failed. In this ase, the model he ker provided a
ounter-example in the form of a wrong exe ution tra e. This tra e was arefully
inspe ted, and appeared to orrespond to the following situation (see Figure 14):
The ondition on WOW and NR holds in the rst time sli e, and the timer is
18

[

(not(WOW)*.
(true|nil).(not WOW)*.

... dropped 17 similar lines ...
(true|nil).(not WOW)*.
(true|nil).(not WOW)*

).
"__log(LogEntryTask(x2p2(0)))"
℄false

Fig. 13.

Modal formula expressing Property 2

start

timer

timer

expires
condition satisfied
condition not satisfied
time
logging
activity
Fig. 14.

Spurious logging a tivity

orre tly set. After some time sli es, the timer expires, and the ondition on

WOW and NR holds again. However, it was not he ked by the system whether
the ondition holds between setting and expiration of the timer.

We ould now pro eed in two ways: either adapt the model, or the user
requirements. As our properties seem quite natural we adapted the CRL model.
In the modi ed version, a task goes from idle to wait if the ondition he ked by
it is satis ed. In the wait phase, it ontinuously he ks the ondition, and if it
fails it returns to idle and resets the timer. If the ondition remains true until the
timer expires a logging a tion is performed. This is implemented in the CRL
spe i ation by modifying the TASK2RUN pro ess a ording to Figure 15 ( f.
Figure 11).
In this new model, both properties appear to hold. It is interesting to remark
that the mentioned time sli es (20 and 23) are stri t boundaries. This means that
if the ondition holds during exa tly 21 or 22 time sli es, then the system may
or may not log this event, depending on the exa t order in whi h the NR- and
WOW-sensors are hanged by the environment and read by the TASK2 pro ess.
We on lude that the informal spe i ation was too operational, in the sense
that the user requirements were missing, only the solution in terms of timers
was mentioned. At the same time, they were ambiguous, be ause it was not
indi ated what the system should do between starting the timer and expiration
19

TASK2RUN(st:TaskSt)=
sum(sst:SensorSt,_get_state_sensor(1,sst).
sum(sst1:SensorSt,_get_state_sensor(16,sst1).
( ( _set_timer(2).TASK2(TST_WAIT)
<|eq(st,TST_IDLE)|>
sum(t:Nat,_get_timer(2,t).
( TASK2(st)
<|gt(TIMEOUT2,t)|>
_reset_timer(2).TASK2LOG.TASK2(TST_IDLE)
)
) )
<|and(eq(sst,sst1(1)),eq(sst1,sst16(F)))|>
( _reset_timer(2).TASK2(TST_IDLE)
<|eq(st,TST_WAIT)|>
TASK2(TST_IDLE)
) ) ) )

Fig. 15.

Modi ed spe i ation of Task2

of the timer. In the formal spe i ation this ambiguity must be resolved in some
way. We showed two ways to resolve this ambiguity, and proved that one of the
solutions is preferable, be ause it meets ertain plausible user requirements.

6 Related work
Combination of di erent formal te hniques to support the development of veriable orre t systems is an a tive line of resear h. Our work is losely related in
spirit and te hniques to [13℄ and [16℄.
Julliand, Legeard, Ma hi oane, Parreaux and Tatibouet [13℄ used B Atelier
in ombination with the model he ker Spin [10℄ to analyse a proto ol within the
Integrated Cir uit Card (European Standard EN 27816). First a B model of the
proto ol was onstru ted, whi h was manually translated to a PROMELA spe iation (the input language for Spin). Similar to our approa h, safety properties
were veri ed within B, while progress properties were veri ed using temporal
logi .
Mikhailov and Butler [16℄ used the B Method in ombination with the statebased model he ker Alloy Constraint Analyser [12℄ to derive the proof obligations generated by B. Their approa h is motivated by the fa t that a formal
proof using a theorem prover of all proof obligations generated by B is often
pra ti ally unfeasible. Sometimes, proof obligations are a tually false, due to
underspe i ation or to a spe i ation error. Dete ting su h aws by means of
theorem proving is very diÆ ult indeed. Therefore, in [16℄ model he king was
used as a debugging devi e. The B spe i ation of a student grades data base was
manually translated to an Alloy spe i ation. In ases where proof obligations
were left unproved, these were transposed to the Alloy language, and the Alloy
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onstraint analyser was applied. The ounter-examples that the Aloy onstraint
analyser an generate are usually suggestive, so that the developer may realise
how and why a ertain property is invalidated. This leads to a debugging pro ess
with a shorter life- y le than when only an intera tive theorem prover is used.

7 Con lusion
We have shown that one an perform a whole y le of software development from
an informal task des ription to a spe i ation lose to an exe utable prototype
implementation within the B-Method. By identifying the key entities in the
informal des ription, a designer an easily develop the needed data stru tures.
We aptured the fun tional requirements of the system in a stepwise manner.
The layered design method advo ated with B allowed us to obtain an elegant
and su in t implementation.
The relationship between the initial formal requirements and the nal implementation is given by formal re nement maps, whose orre tness is expressed
by proof obligations. For the developed system, 127 nontrivial proof obligations
of internal onsisten y of the system were generated and proved. Also invariants
led to proof obligations and were proved. Generation of these proof obligations
was sometimes time onsuming. The automated proof sear h apabilities of the
B-Toolkit are rather limited. It is time onsuming for the user to de ide whether
a failed proof indi ates an error in the spe i ation. In some ases, we adapted
the spe i ation in order to assist the theorem prover.
In a re nement step many details are added. Even formally orre t re nement
steps an introdu e new errors, so there is a need to validate the models at
various levels. To this end we used a model he ker. This also makes it possible
to he k a wider set of properties. In B only safety properties an be he ked (a
bad thing will never happen). Using model he king, we an also he k progress
properties (something good will eventually happen). Therefore, the ore part of
AIDA system was formally spe i ed in CRL, and absen e of deadlo ks and
some temporal properties were established using the model he ker CADP. For
the validity of these temporal properties, the original model had to be modi ed.
Although the CRL toolset is not dire tly appli able to the B model, the
translation from B to CRL turned out to be relatively straightforward. The
spe i ation language of CRL is suÆ iently expressive for this kind of appli ations. Also the spe i ation of the user requirements was rather straightforward
owing to the use of regular expressions. The ombination of the CRL and CADP
toolsets turned out to be very e e tive for a ompletely automated veri ation
of properties with respe t to the AIDA model.
Compared to the informal requirements we started with, the formal des ription is mu h better stru tured. Also, we on luded that the informal spe i ation
was not abstra t enough, in the sense that operational details were given instead
of user requirements. On the other hand, many ambiguities were dete ted, and
had to be resolved in the formal spe i ation. The analysis arried out on the
formal models (e.g. exa t onditions on when safety onditions lead to logging
21

a tivity) annot be performed on the informal models. Also, formal analysis was
used to hoose how to resolve ertain types of ambiguity.
The industrial partners ould use the B spe i ation, extend it to ontain
des riptions of the other tasks, re ne it to the spe ial purposes of the implementation, and use the CRL toolset to verify additional properties. For these
a tivities, however, some expert knowledge is still needed in order to understand
the spe i ation languages and make e e tive use of the tools.
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